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HOM ER ON AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL MEMORY:
THE CASE OF NEST OR
Elizabeth Minchin

To what ex.tent was an oral poet like Homer aware of the reliance he
placed on memory , as he perform ed stories from his traditio nal repertoire?
What was the extent of his underst anding of the working s of memory ?
We might conclud e that he attribut ed some of his talent for storytel ling to
the Muse of epic song, to whom he appeale d for inspirat ion ac the outset
of each epic and, in the Iliad at least, at frequen t points in its course. 1
But it is highly likely that he and no doubt other singers before him had
though t a great deal about the working s of memor y and were well aware
that, Muse or no Muse, their own memori es could either serve chem well
or let them down badly.
We have abunda nt evidenc e for these singers ' preoccu pation with
memory . In a number of ways and at a numbe r of levels in his ·songs
Homer acknowledges its nature, its power - and its value. We see this
concern on the very surface of the poems. We observe, for exampl e, that
the heroes of the Iliad, most notably Hektor, are anxious for the future.
They are anxious that their names should live on; and that their deeds and
triumph s be rememb ered by generat ions to come. 2 In the course of the
Odyssey, on the other hand, Homer' s characters, in particul ar Odysse us
and Penelope, look back in time; they dwell on the pain so often associated with memori es of things past. 3 But, as Odysse us and Penelop e learn,
it can ultimate ly be a source of pleasure to turn one's mind back to one's
troubles - once they are over.4 Further more, we observe that in Homer' s
world, just as in ours, people employ ed - or perhaps we might say they
institutionalized - a range of stratage ms designe d co prompt m emory, in
order co reduce the burden placed on it and to increase its effectiveness.
Think of the burial mounds of heroes to which Homer on occasio n refers,
or of the gifts which they exchange with so much ceremo ny.5 The role of
these grave markers or these gifts is clearly, as Ruth Scodel has argued,
to cue memori es, whethe r of individuals or of signific ant momen ts from
times past.6
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Homer, therefore, as a representative of this particular oral tradition,
,
often remarks on or alludes to the activities of reminding, remembering
is
study
t
forgetting, and its opposite, the inability to forget. This presen
of
a first attemp t at assessing the poet's understanding of the workings
first
this
in
trate
concen
shall
I
memo ry and co compare it with our own.
instance on autobiographical memory. It is an aspect of memory which
appears to be one of the poet's (and, perhaps, the tradition's) special
interests, since at a numbe r of points in the epics his characters engage
in personal reminiscence and find a certain satisfaction in doing so. The
in
principal focus of the discussion will be Nestor, the old warrior who,
his
his appearances in both the Iliad and the Odyssey, is characterized by
years.
earlier
his
of
scences
readiness to share lengthy and detailed remini
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n
understanding of poets in this oral traditio
ay
to a numbe r of recent studies of memo ry and its functions in everyd
very
activities, including the work of Daniel Schacter, who draws together,
usefully, wide-ranging research into the practical aspects of memory.7
Home r tells us (IL 1.250- 2) that N estor is remarkably old: all his age
8
and
peers have died, as have some of their sons; but Nestor is still alive
ve.
full of energy, as we observe at each of his appearances in the narrati
is
who
ne
someo
of
t
portrai
There is something very appealing about this
cannot
in fact too old for the rough and tumble of battle but who simply
retire; he is still eager to participate in whatever way he can - and he· does
so by contrib uting accumulated knowledge based on years of experience.
d
On a numbe r of critical occasions in the Iliad-story, Nestor comes forwar
to advise his companions. And he backs up his advice, as older people
are wont to do, with a story from his early days. Let us look at four such
instances.
Ar the beginning of the Iliad Achilleus and Agamemnon are quarrelling
put
bitterly, Nestor intervenes; he tells them to give up their anger and
as
past,
days
in
that
them
an end to their disagreement; and he reminds
than
a much younger man, he gave advice to people far more distinguished 9
they could ever be - and these people at that time heeded his advice:
o.i..:J..a. Jtt9w0'· aµcpw M 'V£W't£PW fotov £µ£LO'
fic>TJ yap n:oi;' tyro rot o.pttoow ~£ :11:Ef) i,µtv
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Kawfo ,;' 'E;ac>L6v 'tE rot o.vd9eov IlOA'UcpT)µOV,
0l]crfo ,;' ALytihl]'V, btL£l!C€AOV o.0avatOI.OV
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Yet be persuaded. Both of you are younger than I am.
Yes, and in my time l have dealt with better men than
you are, and never once did they disregard me. Never
yet have I seen nor shall see again such men as these were,
men like Peirithoos, and Dryas, shepherd of the people,
Kaineus and Exadios, godlike Polyphemos,
or Theseus, Aigeus' son, in the likeness of the immorcaJs.

I was of the company of these men, coming from Pylos,
a long way from a distant land, since they had summoned me.
And I fought single-handed, yet against such men no one
of the mortals now alive upon earth could do battle. And also
these listened to the counsels I gave and heeded my bidding.
Do you also obey, since co be persuaded is better.
IL 1.259-65, 269-7410
The contrasts that Nestor himself perceives, not only between the
excellent qualities of the men of past times (icaptWtat[266] ... icap"tl.O'tOt
[267] ... ) and the lesser men of the present, but also between his former
self and his own present state, colour his tale. 11 It is a theme which runs
through almost all of Nestor's reminisce nces in the Iliad, as we shall
observe below. The point which is crucial to his tale is that he gave advice
co the Lapiths, who - even they- heeded his counsel (273). This narrative
is a lengthy and emphatic preface to the advice he is abouc to give Achilleus
and Agamemn on: 12 to resolve their differences for the sake of a successful
outcome of the war (274-84). Unfortuna tely, Nestor's advice on chis
occasion was not taken. The quarrel between the two men escalated and
Achilleus decided to withdraw from the fighting.
Battle was resumed. Hektor, leader of the Trojans, then threw down
a challenge to the Achaians, co single combat. There was much hesitation
on the Achaian side; no one was prepared to stand against him. Nestor
was dismayed; he reproved his fellow warriors, reminding chem chat years
before, despite his youth, he alone had had the courage to cake the field
against the Arkadian Ereuthalio n - and in doing so he had felled a mighty
warrior (Il. 7.132-57). He was the youngest of the Pylian heroes (153) and
yet it was he who responded to Ereuthalion's challenge to fight (150-3). 13
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He begins and ends his story of that encounter with what will become

familiar themes:
at y6,p, ZeiJ tE :itatep icat A0nvo.(T} icat J\11:0)-.)-.ov,
~~qiµ' <l>c; ot' Et' WIC\Jp6<p KeMoovtL µuxovto
o.yp6µEvOL Ilu:>..Lo( tE wt /\proOE<; eyxEoLµwpm,
<l>ELa<; ltO.P 'td?{EOOL\I, 'Iapbavo'IJ aµqil pse8pa.
Et0 &c; ~~woLµL, ~LTJ ot\ µoL rµmooc; for
t& ice t6.x' avt~OELE µ6.xTJS icop'U0a(o}.o<; uEictwp.

.

;

If only, 0 father Zeus, Athene, Apollo,
I were in my youth as when the Pylians assembled
and the spear-fighting Arkadians battled by swirling Kdadon,
by the streams oflardanos and before the ramparts of Pheia.

If only I were as young now, as the_n , and the strength still steady
within me;
Hektor of the glancing hdm would soon find his battle.

IL 7.132-5, 157- 8
In subsequent fighting the Trojans temporarily gained the upper hand,

'
l

.

I

:It' '
I

:. I' I

I'. I
'
I !

the losses on the Greek side were heavy, and there was anxiety in the
Greek camp. At this point Achilleus sends Patroklos to talk to Nestor to
get some news about the Achaians' position (Ii. 11.611- 15). Nestor, who
has just now been brought off the field, is having a recuperative drink and
a comfortable chat with Machaon (618-43). But when Patroklos arrives
unexpectedly (644) he springs into action. He uses this encounter with the
young man to t1y to persuade him, at least, to return to the fighting. As he
speaks to Patroklos he attempts to impress on him the satisfaction one feels
in doing a good day's work on the battlefield, the justifiable pride one can
take in one's achievements, and the sense df responsibility one must feel
to one's companions who are fighting for the same cause. This he does by
telling a long story (670-762) about his own brilliant achievements in the
distant days of his youth, when he had first engaged in battle as a young
hero, and triumphed, even though his father had decreed that he was too
young to go off to fight. Here is its beginning:

eta· &<; ~~woLµL ~t,, M µot fµ:iteooi; et11,

wi; 6:n:6t' 'IDELOLOL IC<ll ~µw ve'twi; hux8TJ
aµq>l ~OTJAClOL'!J, lh' eycb ict6.vov 'lt'IJµovf\Cl,
eo0).ov 'YltEtpoxLOl]\I, o<; £\I "H:>..tOL \IClLE'tQClOIC£,
p'UOL' lAll\JV6µevoi;· 6 o' aµuvwv UOL ~6wow
E~A'l'Jt' £V :n;pwtmow tµfl<; MO XELPO<; UICOvtL,
K:<XO o' ~EO£\I, Aaot fit :n;ephpeoav aypou'iitm.
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If only I were young now, and the strength still steady within me,
as tliat time when a quarrel was made between us and the Eleians
over a driving of cattle, when I myself killed Itymoneus,
the brave son of Hypeirochos who made his home in Elis.
I was driving cattle in reprisal, and he, as he was defending
his oxen, was struck among the foremost by a spear thrown from my
hand
and fell, and his people who live in tlie wild .fled in terror about him.
And we got and drove off together much spoil from this pascureland:
fifty herds of oxen, as many sheepflocks, as many
droves of pigs, and again as many wide-ranging goatflocks,
and a hundred and fifty brown horses, mares all of them
and many with foals following undemeatli. And all there
we drove inside tlie keep ofNeleian Pylos, making
our way nighcwise to the town.
IL 11.670-83
At the end of his long tale the old man perceives that Patroklos is
swayed, at least a little, by his indirect appeal, so he moves in with a more
direct argument. He again consults his memory and selects a narrative
from a more recent rime. This is a memory which Nestor and Patrok.los
have in common: he reminds him of the occasion when Nestor had gone
to Phthia to invite Achilleus and Patroklos to join the forces which would
sail to Troy. Nestor then had watched and listened as first Achille us' father,
Peleus, and then Patroklos' father, Menoitios, made their farewells. As they
parted Menoitios advised his son that because he was the elder of the two
warriors, it was his responsibility to speak 'solid words to Achilleus, and
give him good counsel and to point his way' (788- 9). This recollection
is an inspired choice. It wins the day. Through this shared reminiscence
Nestor persuades Parroklos (804-5) to return to the fighting, in Achilleus'
place, with, as we know, disastrous results.
We see Nestor in the Iliad for the last time during the funeral games
which Achilles holds in memory ofPatroklos. The first event of the games
is a chariot race in which one of the participants is Nestor's son, Antilochos. As the participants step forward to compete, Nestor comes over to
Antilochos. He himself will not be competing, but, as on other occasions,
?e wishes to participate in the only way he can. Now he gives detailed
mstructions to his son on how to handle the horses to tactical advantage.

Elizabeth Minchin
The race is run. Antilochos - eventually- takes out second prize. After
the final distribution of all prizes for this competition, there is one prize
left over. In a spontaneous gesture Achilles takes up this prize, a twohandled jar, and presents it to the old man:
,:fj vOv, Kat aot wilto, ytpov, K.EtµT\ALOV fotro,
Ila1p6d.ow lU(jlO'U µvf\µ' ~µµ£VOL" O'U yap~-·

autov

O'\j>TI ev ApytloLOL" olc'iroµL M "COL 't60' liE8wv
ailtoo,;· O'U yap :;ro!; YE µaxtjm,m, O'UOE Jt(lMl(ow;,
ovc'i' ~· C(ICOVlLITT1JV foMoem, ouol: 11hOEO(H
8E1JOEaL" fiOTI yap XUMJtOV Kala yfjpa,; EitEtYEL.

This, aged sir, is yours to lay away as a treasure
in memory of the burial of PatrokJos; since never
again will you see him among the Argives. I give you this prize
for the giving; since never again will you fight with your fists nor wrestle
nor enter again the field for the spear-throwing, nor race
on your feet; since now the hardship of old age is upon you.

IL 23.618-23

I•I

Nestor is clearly gratified by Achilles' recognition of his contributions
over the years; and in this moment of joy he remembers his past triumphs
in events just like this, at other funeral games. He thinks back to the games
for Arnaryngkeus, when he won all the events except the chariot race. And,
as before, he prefaces his description of this event with familiar words:

I
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Yes, child: all this you said to me was true as you said it.
My limbs are no longer steady, dear friend; nor my feet, neither
do my arms, as once they did, swing light from my shouJders.
I wish I were young again and the strength still unshaken within me
as once, when great Amaryngkeus was buried by the Epeians
ac Bouprasion, and his sons gave games for a king's funeral.
This was I, once. Now it is for the young men to encounter
in such actions, and for me to give way to the persuasion
of gloomy old age. But once I shone among the young heroes.

II. 23.626-31, 643-5
I

'
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So this is Nestor: eager, irrepress ible even, although now physicall y
not the man he once was; he is a man with a store of treasured memorie s
which he delights in sharing, with very little provocat ion. How does this
portrait compare with what psycholo gy tells us about old age, memory ,
and reminiscence?
One of the importan t function s of memory is that it underpin s for each
of us our sense of sel£ 14 Every one of us holds in memory a sequence of
stories about himself or herself and the things he or she has done. 15 These
stories, taken together, amount co an informal life-histo ry. We can update
this autobiog raphy or revise it ac any point during our lifetime. 16 We have
sole editorial control. The stories we include in our personal history are
likely to be the stories that exemplif y the character istics chat we want to
attribute co ourselves; they construc t the identity which we prefer. 17 le is
clear that there may be inconsist encies amongst the perceptio ns which
we entertain about ourselves; it is also clear that when we revise our selfconcept we may be obliged to revise, reconfigure, or reconstru ct substanti al
holdings in our memory store. 18
The function s of autobiog raphical memory are not only of this intrapersonal lcind, which relates to self-defin ition. We also draw on our personal
reminisc ences in talk as a way of maintain ing and extendin g our relationships with others. 19 The sharing of autobiog raphical stories, for the most
part, establishes goodwill in others. Such stories can be used as strategic
moves in an exercise in persuasio n or counselli ng: they may, for example ,
cake the form of self-disclosure, when we relate personal experien ces and
invite our listeners' sympathy ; or they may be stories about events in which
our listeners were also participa nts. By evoking a shared past we aim to
increase their receptivi ty to our proposal s. 20
So how much do people remembe r of their lives? We don't remembe r
every detail, but we do remembe r a great deal. And, of course, the older we
are the more memorie s we have. Until recently it had been assumed that
elderly people retained clearer memorie s of remote events than of recent
events. Bue the reality is a little more complica ted than this. If we consider
the way in which memorie s are distribut ed across a person's lifespan we
see, first of all, evidence of childhoo d amnesia. That is, we have very few
memorie s from the period before age 3 (the pre-scho ol years) and few
memorie s for the years before age 7. Second, there is a peak of memorie s
for a period that runs between the decades that cover adolesce nce and
early adulthoo d, approxim ately age 11 to age 30. Third, we must cake into
account a simple retention compon ent for the most recent 20 years of our
lives. That is, we have a relatively large number of memorie s from most
recent decades. Fourth, studies show that in subjects in the age-rang e 35-50
a process called life review begins - that is, people begin co reminisce. 21
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A study of reminiscence, that is, of spontan eous memor y in older
people, has revealed a surprising lack of memories for the age range 30-40
22
and a return to memories from earlier decades. The apparen t freshness of
memories from the earlier period, ages 11-30, may be amibut ed to several
factors. This is the period in which so many of the conventional landmarks
in life occur: in our own times education; first job; the formati on of
long-te rm friendships; falling in and out of love; relationships; possibly
marriage; the birth of children. Many of these events are marked by strong
emotional responses, which ensure that associated memories are securely
encoded.23 All these memories therefore take a central place in a person's
life-history. We should bear in mind also that events in which we played
an active role, such as the landma rk events which I identified a momen t
24
ago, being more vivid are likely to be more enduring. The vividness of
memories, however, does not remain constan t. Vividness decreases as the
age of the memory increases, for about 20- 30 years. After this interval
there is little change.25
So how is it that people in their 70s and 80s have such clear memories
of their youth? As we grow older we establish and preserve a repertoire of
favourite memories which stem from that period of landma rk events. It is
the process itself, ofaccessing memory, of reliving in our mind's eye this or
that event, of establishing its relevance co the current situatio n, and talking
26
about it, which counteracts a decline in vividness. Hence the apparen t
freshness of memories from youth and early adultho od in the elderly.
To return now to Nestor - an old man whose vast experience of life
has equippe d him with a host of memories. When any crisis arises in the
Greek camp, his memor y is, naturally, prompt ed: he has seen it all before.
A parallel circwnsrance from his earlier years comes readily to mind and
Nestor is able to remember precisely how he handled it. We should note
that most, but not all, of Nestor's memories are of himself as the actor; it
was he who nearly always played the leading role in his tales. These autobiographical stories depict him as a man of action, a man of energy and
talent, who earned the respect of the great men of his time. Events from his
life-history, as he tells them, illustrate salient traits in his self-image - and
validate it.27 These recollections give him an identity which is a source of
pride. We note also that on all but one of the occasions I described earlier
Nestor returns in memor y co that period which we would describe as the
prime oflife, late teens co early adultho od. From the readiness with which
the old man launches into these tales we have the sense that in his lacer
years he has more than once shared these particular memories of the past
with his family, his friends, and his comrades; and that he has found much
pleasure in doing so.28 And so these memories from long ago, through their
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salience (as memories marking significant points in his career) and through
his active preservation of them (as favourites in his repertoire), 29 retain
a freshness and a vividness which engage us all as we hear them, even if
they do not always succeed as tools of persuasion within the story itseI£30
It is interesting co observe chat whenever Nestor returns in memory
to that distant time, he announces it. Every time char Nestor reminisces
about events in his youth, he introduces his cale with the lament of old
age - a 'noscalgic wish', as de Jong describes it: 'I wish I were as young and
as strong as I was when ... '; or 'never again will 1 see men of the calibre
of. .. '31 By contrast, on those few occasions when his memory cakes him
back to his lacer years, to a time closer co the present (chat is, the years
of the Trojan War), he does not. When, for example, the old man recollects the advice chat Menoitios gave to Patroklos when he and Odysseus
had visited Phthia (IL 11.764-88) , he does not present his narrative as
a memory from long ago, from his vigorous youth. This is a memory
which dates to the gathering of the forces before the assault on Troy, just
ten years before; and it is a 'bystander memory' - a second person story,
in which Nestor reminds Patroklos of what was said to him by his father. 32
What is significant is that this story is not framed by feelings of regret such
as those which have prefaced the stories which I have examined above.
In this respect the Patroklos-st ory resembles Nestor's reminiscences as
presented in the Odyssey. These reminiscences also relate to his lacer years
- they are his recollections of the Trojan War and its immediate aftermath
(that is, events of the previous two decades) - and are never introduced by
those nostalgic phrases that we hear in ocher concexcs.33 Nestor's lament
for times past, therefore, is not simply a routine speech habit. It is used
only as appropriate.
& for instances in which other heroes use such a 'nostalgic wish', I note
that Phoinix inverts the idea in the same kind of context when he is trying
to persuade Achilleus not to return to Phchia but co return co the fighting
(he would not be willing to be left behind, not even if the god were to
make him 'a young man blossoming' [vfov ~~oovta, IL 9.446]). Pboinix
prefaces his appeal to Achilleus to give up his anger - chis is to be followed
in turn by the paradeigmatic story of Meleagros - with a long account of
his youthful adventures, when he all but killed his father Amyntor, who
h~d dishonoured his mother, and had escaped the protective custody of his
kinsmen and cousins. Phoinix is using personal reminiscence in the same
way as Nestor had used it: to win a sympathetic hearing, and, in this case,
to Strengthen his case by drawing on the bond between himself and Peleus
in the first instance and himselfand Achilleus in the second. But he avoids
actively wishing for those days, because they were not always happy. Before
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Each man returns in memor y to a time of youth and vigour and action
- to the highligh ts of his life. My point here is that the poet is consiste
nt,
in psychological terms, in drawing a distinct ion between memori es of selfdefinin g landma rk events, when his characte rs are in their youth and life is
full of promise , and of events which have happen ed subsequ ently.
Does Nestor live in the past? This is an accusat ion frequen tly levelled
against the elderly today. In Nestor's case, the answer is 'not at all'. Neither
do most of the elderly in our own world. 34 We must acknow ledge chat as
a person ages the more memori es he or she has stored. Thus it is more likely
chat any event in the present will cue a memor y from the past. An accumu lation of memori es is an inevitable consequ ence of age and it goes some way
towards explaining the habit of reminis cence that we see in the elderly. This
factor, naturally, plays its part in Nestor's habit of reminiscence. But Nestor,
for all that, lives very much in the present: all the stories he tells have present
application.35 Of course, he tells each one in part for the pleasure of reminiscence but he tells it also to inB.uence the decisions of his comrad es. It is his
goal, in his later years, to make his mark by guiding the decisions of the
Achaian leaders at the present time and for the future.
Homer' s Nestor, as we have seen, is a persuasive figure. The fact that
for the most part his reminiscences ace of events from early adultho od is,
as we observe from psychological studies, true of life. And the fact that
his memori es of these events which took place so long ago are cleat and
vivid - and that they bear the marks of rehearsal and repetiti on - is
also
authent ic. We recogni ze the old man's habit of drawing on his reminis cences for interper sonal functio ns - in the Iliad-story, to exhort and
persuad e; and we recognize his manage ment of them for intraper sonal
function s - to exempli fy the characte ristics that he wishes to attribut e
to himself At IL 11.669-761 he portray s himself as the most distinguished fighter on the battlefield, despite his youth and inexperience. At
IL 7.132-156 he present s us with the image of a very young man who
did not flinch from battle with a warrior who inspired terror in the hearts
of all others. At IL 1.260-73 he rememb ers himself as a young man who
is prepare d to take on the most difficul t challenges on the battlefie ld and
whose advice, despite his youth, was heeded by the great warrior s of the
day. Nestor, accordi ng to Nestor, is a man of rare energy and talent. He is
a man ofaction, a great warrior in single combat and in sustaine d fighting,
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who is also respected for his counsel.36 All his memories, in sum, illustrate
salient traits in Nestor's self-image, as he has fashioned it. They give him
authority, through his immediate experiential link with traditions of the
past;37 and they give him his identity. .& he shares his memories with his
comrades, through the agency of the poet, these reminiscences contribute
to the sum of his character in their eyes - and in our eyes as well. But we,
the audience, may sense that Homer's Nestor has taken advantage of his
editorial control over his 'actual' life-history in order to adjust, refashion,
or reorientate the focus of his experiences for present purposes.38 The fact
that his triumphs on the battlefield are far more substantial and far more
glorious than those of any Achaian at Troy leads us to suspect a degree of
'epic inflation'.39 Nevertheless, Homer's depiction of the readiness of an old
man to refer to memory and to try to turn his recollections to advantage
(with both himself and others in mind) is an observant and affectionate
portrait of one of society's elders, drawn, I suggest, from life.40
There is, however, one possibly inauthentic element in the portrayal of
Nestor. I refer here to the fluency of his speech. This is uncharacteristic of
the elderly today, who tend to suffer temporary failures (such as forgetting
everyday terms). The poet, however, is quite emphatic that Nestor is a good
speaker (he is ~ovm~i; [fl. 1.248]; a l~yui; <'iyopT]t~i; [IL 2.246; 4.293; 19.82;
Od. 20.274]). Old age, he asserts, has not affected Nestor's capacity for
fluent speech.41
In the light of the unrelenting demands of composition in performance, we might have expected Homer's characterizations to be crudely
stereotypical. There is, on the contrary, a remarkably rich vein of psychological insight in the poet's recreation of everyday behaviour patterns in his
principal actors. Certainly, Homer knew a great deal about the processes
of memory (drawing on popular wisdom, on the tradition in which he
worked, on his experience as a singer, and on his own observation of life).
It was perhaps only natural that he, who enjoyed so constructive a relationship with memory in his professional life, should have been attentive also
to the ways in which both he and people around him worked with memory
on an everyday basis, in its practical applications. It is to our delight chat
he found ways of recreating these behaviours in his songs.
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Notes
1

For these invocations see IL 1.l-7; 2.484-7, 761-2; 11.218-2 0; 14.508-1 0;
16.112-1 3; and Od. 1.1-10. For discussions of Homer and his relationship with his
Muse, see Murray 1981; Finkelberg 1998; Minchin 2001, 161--4.
2
See, for example, fl 7.87-91; 22.301-5 ; and see also Helen's - negative- words
at//. 6.354-8.
3
On Odysseus's sorrows, see Od. 8.83-95, 521-34; 9.12-15; on Penelope's, see
Od. 19.204-9 , 249-60.
◄ See especially 15.390-4 0 l (the words of Eumaios to his master); 23.300-9
(the
narrator's commentary).
5 On burial
mounds, see, for example, Ji. 7.87-91. On gifts, see, for example, Od.
15.125-9 .
6
See $cod.el 2002; and see also Tarum 2003.
7
See Schacter 2001 . And see also, for example, Cohen 1989; Gruneberg, Morris,
and Sykes 1988; Grunebcrg and Morris 1992.
8
For commcnc on Nestor's possible age, see Kirk 1985, 79. Here Kirk appears
to endorse the comment of the scholiast bT, who argues that since his father has
perished, as have his brothers, Nestor is ruling over a third generatio n of men.
Assuming thirty years as the span of a generation, Nestor must be at least seventy
years of age. On Nestor's uniqueness in the Iliad in terms of both longevity and rhe
command of persuasive speech, sec Dickson 1995, 10-13. For further discussion on
chis latter point, sec below.
9 On Nestor as a
representative of a remote past unfamiliar to his fellow-warriors,
see Dickson 1995, 65, 71-2; Kullmann 2001, 394-5.
• 0 Translations are from Lattimore 1951 and 1965.
11
For comment on some of the rhetorical features of the tale, see Kirk 1985,
80-1; Kirk's observation of the purposefulness of Nestor's exemplum (80) perhaps
indicates char the old man has told chis story before. Taplin (1992, 90), however,
is critical of Nestor's portrayal. He points out chat although Nestor is doquent he
fails to persuade Agamemnon and Achilles; and he cites another inscance of Nestor's
failure, at fl 2.336-68 . For a we!J-argued and sympathe tic appraisal of Nestor's
abilities in counsel, see Schofield 1986, 22-30. I believe, with Schofield, that chis
particular exemplum was quite appropriate. No one - nor even Nestor - would have
predicted chat such an extremity of passion would have been aroused in Achilleus
and Agamemnon.
12
For comment on the origins of the tale, see Willcock 1976, 10, who believes chat
chis tale has been invented by our poet for the purpose of the present speech. This
does not affect my argument. Nestor presents chis as a talc from his past. He judges
it to be consistent with his character and therefore plausible.
13
We might have heard chis talc earlier, at Ji. 4.319. Instead, Nestor alluded to it
rhere without giving a fuller account. Note chat the old man has framed even this
earlier story fragment with what will become a familiar theme {see 4.318 and 321)
whenever he turns to memories &om his early years. Note also Willcock's comments
(I 976, 77-8): he believes chat chis story, like ochers, is an ad hoc invention of the poet
to suit the circumstances. Sec also Willcock 1964, 146. And see above.
14
Robinson 1992, 243; and see also his comment (at 246), chat past, present, and
future arc integrated in a personal history which is unique to each one of us.
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Dickson 1995, esp. 15-16). This may be so, if Nestor were so deficient in selfawareness chat delight in sharing his memories of the past were to override his caution
about holding the conversational floor for an inappropriate length of time. But it is
also the case that younger men's respect for their elders (in the Homeric world and
still, I like to think, in the Western world) mges them to be patient and to listen
politely while their seniors speak. Patroklos, for example, listens to Nestor's lengthy
monologue (IL 11.670-803) withollt any conspicuous restlessness, even though he is
anxious to report back to Achilleus. Achilleus, too, will listen to the old man's story at
0. 23.~26-50 ':ith good grace. Indeed, Nestor does not ramble; he always speaks to
the pomt: see Fmlay 1979, 267-73; Minchin 1991. Homer, I suggest, does not make
a facile identification of loquacity and old age. Even if he sees loquacity as a fault, it
is not exclusively connected with senility. It seems to me that the character who rruly
suffers from 'logorrhea' is the Menelaos of the Odyssey. As he is dearly much younger
than Nestor or Phoinix, we cannot attribute his post-Trojan war wordiness to old age.
Of course, the young men who visit him, Telemachos and Pisistratos, treat Menelaos
with great respect (thereby encouraging his reminiscences); but even so his response
to Telemachos' question regarding his father (Od. 4.316-31) is delivered in a most
circuitous fashion (333-586, with relevant information only at 551-60). Finally, to
return to Nestor: it is rrue that Telemachos famously avoids a second visit to Pylos
(Od. 15.193-214), bur we muse remember that he is not at this point acting entirely
of his own volition; he is acting in obedience to Athene, who has prompted him to
return home as quickly as possible (15.10-19).
29
As I have noted above, Homer shows us that Nestor, like all elderly people, can
tell the same story twice: when he is speaking with Agamemnon (4.318-21) and when
he speaks to the assembled Achaian leaders (7.132-58). Memories ofhis victory over
Ereuchalion have been triggered on both occasions.
31
Nestor's plea co Agamemnon and Achilleus in. JI. 1, as we have noted, fulls on
deaf ears.
31
On the term 'nostalgic wish', see de Jong 2001, 32. On the evaluative force of
such laments within reminiscence, see also above.
32
We do not normally cell another person about his or her life, since we assume chat
s/he is in a better position than we are to know what s/he has experienced. Bue there
are occasions when such stodes are appropriate: when the hearer could not remember,
or know of, an event which concerned him; whens/he has forgotten an incident from
the past; or when he does remember but fails to see the relevance of the event, or.his
interpretation of what happened differs from that of the speaker. An example of the
first instance is Phoinix's story to Achilleus in which he details his care for him as
a small child, 9.485-95; an example of the second (or, possibly, the third) is Nestor's
story to Patroklos discussed here. For brief discussion, see Linde 1981, 98-9.
33
For Nestor's reminiscences in the Odyssey, see Od. 3.103-98, 254-312. We should
note, however, that these memories have been requested specifically by Telemachos
(92-101); they are not memories arising spontaneously.
34
See on this, for example, Conway 1990, 151-7.
35
This is co~istent with rec:earch into memory. As Rabbitt and Winthorpe 1988,
306, observe: we do not passively rehearse our memories, but rather use them to try
to understand and control our lives.'
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37 See Dickson 1995, 71, 90, 108.
38 Cf. Dickson 1995, 214: 'Nestor is engaged in the essentially autobiographical act
of composing and recomposing his own history out of rhe tales he cells orhers'.
39 For the term, see Dickson 1995, 172 and 179 (and n. 36).
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38.
25Homer's representation of Nestor's speech, see Dickson 1995,
41
For commen t on Nestor's rhetorical prowess, see above.
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